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Come Visit the Refuge
This Fall!

Note from the Newbie Editor
Longtime editor and mycologist Jim Groth
has handed over the editing torch to me
after many years in the role, as he
pursues other adventures. His countless
and selfless hours bringing Refuge
updates to the community have been so
appreciated. I have big shoes to fill. We
wish Jim many wonderful adventures
ahead, and may the mushroom Gods be
ever in his favor.

Autumn is one of the most beautiful times
of the year on the Refuge. The leaves of
deciduous trees will be morphing into
different warm autumn hues, changing
the look of the landscape. Western Larch
(aka 'tamarack' tree by locals), is one of
the few conifer species that drops its
needles in the fall...but not until the
needles have first turned color, and
nature paints a broad brushstroke in
glorious shades of gold over the forested
mountainsides.
Nature vocabulary lesson for the day!:
Deciduous trees=trees that lose
leaves in the fall
Conifers=Trees with needles that
produce cones

I'm a 40+ year resident of the area, and a
member of Friends of the LPO board
since 2017. I believe the LPO is a
fabulous regional treasure that we all
share.
There are a lot of features in the
newsletter, but the new format allows you
to read them all, or skip over to the ones
that most interest you. In coming issues,
I'm excited to share more with you about
this amazing place, AND hear from YOU
about your experiences and adventures
on the Refuge.
-Greenhorn Editor Joanie Christian

Sign up for our Newsletter!
If you are not a subscriber to our
newsletter and would like to receive
future newsletters via email, click here

Critter of the Season

In the News
Friends member Bertha Kamstra recently
earned the Reserve Champion award at
the NE Washington Fair for her image of

Species Spotlight-Sharp-shinned Hawk

Do you know what the smallest hawk in
North America is? The Sharp-shinned
Hawk is smaller than a crow. It is also
known as Accipiter striatus, one of the
woodland hawks known as Accipiters.
The genus is shared with the Cooper’s
Hawk and the Northern Goshawk here in
the USA and Canada. It is also one of the
most widespread hawks.
Its range extends from Northern Alaska
and Canada to Brazil and Argentina. It
utilizes a wide range of forest types and
is found throughout the United States
wherever it can find trees to nest in. It is
well known for hunting smaller birds and
has often been seen capturing songbirds
on backyard feeders. Despite its
reputation as a bird hunter, practically
everything smaller than itself is on the
menu of this hawk. They are known to
feed on birds, small mammals, a variety
of insects, and even snakes and lizards. I
remember watching one catch a
chipmunk on the sidewalk at Refuge
headquarters a few years ago.
Like their close cousin the Cooper’s
hawk, males have silver-gray back while
female’s backs are brown. Adults have
bright red eyes while juveniles look similar
to females, but with yellow eyes. They
have short round wings and long tails that
allow them to fly and maneuver in tight
spaces between trees.

a Northern Pygmy Owl. The award
winning image was taken on the Refuge!
These tiny, but fierce owls are only about
6-7 inches tall, and are common in our
area. They are diurnal (a new factoid for
you!), meaning they hunt during the day,
making them easier to spot than owls that
hunt by night and roost by day. Bertha
said the little owl 'swooped down in front
of the vehicle as we drove the Bear Creek
Road. It landed on a post and watched
me for a while so I could capture his
beauty. It seemed quite content to
pose.' Congrats Bertha for the award and
the special experience of seeing a
Northern Pygmy Owl on the Refuge!

Youth Conservation Crew (YCC)
Fall Report
For the last number of years, I have
temporarily stepped off the board of the
Friends, and have become a federal
employee and supervisor of the Youth
Conservation Crew (YCC). Through the
years I have enjoyed the job, and have
had some excellent crews.
If you don’t know about the YCC, here is
what it is about. Almost every summer
the Refuge hires four local high school
teenagers to work at the refuge who are
under the supervision of the YCC
supervisor. This is meant as a first job
and a look into how the FWS works. The
job is for eight weeks in the summer.
All members of the YCC go through the
same safety training as the staff and we
also have daily safety briefings about the
job that day. Safety training consists of
first aid, fire suppression, bear spray, lock
out tag out, and the list goes on.
Four days of the week the crew does
routine maintenance and special projects.
Every Friday is reserved for education
days. A lot of the maintenance is done
with the help of our maintenance worker,
Kelly Connell. Special projects can
include anyone on the staff such as our
biologist. Routine maintenance includes
campground upkeep, trail work; fence
repair, removal and installation; along
with upkeep of the headquarters area and
all the buildings. Special projects can
include the removal of corrals, installation
of habitat fences, electro fishing and bird
banding to name a few.
Fridays we travel to see different work on
upland, wetland, and stream habitats.

Nests are made of sticks, and generally
placed in the fork of a tree or where a
branch comes off the trunk. They are
generally
placed
amongst
dense
branches well below the top of the tree.
While both the males and female collect
sticks, only the female constructs the
nest, which is lined with bark, feather,
other soft material. When nesting, they
can be quite vocal and aggressive. All the
nests I have found over the years were
because the adult birds were screaming
and flying over us. That alarm call is often
described as kek-kek-kek-kek. It is
generally higher pitched and faster than
the alarm call of the Cooper’s Hawk. The
female lays 4 to 5 eggs, which are
incubated for 30-32 days. The young
leave the nest at 28 to 32 days, with the
smaller males typically leaving a few days
before the females.

The YCC also checks out how different
parts of the area are recovering from fire.
The YCC also looks at different habitats
and learns about the geology and history
of the area, such as the Mill Pond and
Sullivan Creek rehabilitation project,
Turnbull NWR wet land projects, along
with our own Kaniksu unit near Deer
Lake. The crew has also checked out the
history of the Columbia River, and some
of the area’s ghost towns such as Bodie
in Ferry County. Lastly, the crew has
checked out different habitats and the
creatures that rely on them, such as
Turnbull NWR and the Chesaw Wildlife
Area.
Daniel Price
Friends Board President

Sharp-shinned hawks in our area are
here year round, and often move around
in search of food during the winter’ which
results in the previously mentioned habit
of hunting at bird feeders.
Next time you are hiking or driving around
the Refuge, keep your eyes out for this
small hawk zipping through the trees.
LPONWR Wildlife Biologist Mike Munts

Refuge Experiences SpotlightJan and Joe Greco
As frequent visitors, we have spent
innumerable years exploring the Refuge –
hiking during the cooler months and
venturing out on bicycles during the
warmer
months.
We
particularly
appreciate the numerous roads and trails
limited to non-motorized traffic, where
beauty and adventure lurk around every
corner. This is truly the “happy place” for
our family – particularly Joe, me, our
grandchildren, and our dog.

Seasonal Migrations and Critter
Activity
Various bird species migrating through the
area can be seen on the Refuge, such as
trumpeter and Tundra Swans that stop for
rest
and
feeding
along
their
journey. While the two species aren't
usually seen together, this image taken
near the refuge shows them side by
side. Trumpeter Swans (in front) have a
bill with less of a curve, and the black of
the bill extends up and around the eye.
From an overhead view, the bill forms a V
shape at the top. They are usually
significantly larger than a Tundra Swan
(in read of photo), though this image isn't
the best example of that! Tundra Swans
have eyes that are more separate from
the bill, have a more curved bill, and
usually have a yellow spot in front of the
eye. Click here to see more information
about the differences between a Tundra
and Trumpeter Swan. Go exploring the
area to see if you can locate some swans
and ID them!

Black bears are in 'hyperphagia' right
now, a period of non-stop eating to fatten
themselves up to prepare for winter
hibernation. Because of their fall foodfest,
you may be more likely to see a bear this
time of year, particularly near old
orchards and berry trees. Their mating
season is in summer, but the fertilized
embryos don't begin to develop until the
mother bear enters her den. Cubs are
born in mid January and early February
when the mothers are still in hibernation.
Other creatures are preparing for winter
by stashing food. Many rodents build
'larders', a single stash of food usually in
a nest or burrow. Animals like tree
squirrels are 'scatter hoarders', spreading
their stash across hundreds of hiding
places.
Aside from the recreational joy of hiking
and biking, the Refuge has provided
medicine for our souls. Walking the dogs
helped overcome some serious “cabin
fever” during Covid restrictions, as did the
snowy jaunts involving snowball wars
between the adults and kids around the
Mill Butte trail.

Like bears, beavers also need to fatten
up for winter. Before winter, they poke
branches and saplings into mud to use as
their winter food cache, which stays fresh
even under ice. Beavers store much of
their fat in their flat broad tails. Their tails
shrink throughout winter as they use up
fat stores in the tail.

Fishing at Potter’s Pond has enthralled
our grandchildren several times. They
haven’t caught many fish, but they’ve
made new friends and sure learned a lot
about sharing, teamwork, and…fishing!

If you're really lucky, in the fall season,
you may witness bull moose dueling
during 'rut', where they vie for the chance
to breed with the females. It's a
spectacular thing to see, but moose are
known for their unpredictable nature, and
are particularly aggressive during rut.
Stay a safe distance from them, viewing
them through binoculars or a zoom
lens. While exciting to witness, the
sometimes brutal displays remind us of
the harsh realities of nature. 'Winners' of
the duels will mate with the females, and
moose calves are born in late May and
early June of the following year.
Check out the video below of two bull
moose dueling last year at Turnbull NWR!
Fall may be a season of winding down for
people, but for wildlife, fall is serioius
business!

The ongoing environmental education is
astounding! Wildlife encounters, although
not as frequent an occurrence as one
would imagine, have enhanced our lives.
We have had a large herd of elk
stampede across the road right in front of
us. Snakes, lizards, frogs, turtles, and the
delightful chipmunks have enchanted and

entertained us.
Last year, our grandson Noah rode to the
overlook on Cliff Ridge with us. The
waters of Bayley Lake were extremely
low due to the drought and we spotted
something unusual near the water’s edge.
We rode down to the lake to check it out
and were afforded the distinct pleasure of
witnessing a beaver going about his (or
her?) day, waddling across the shore by
the lodge, meandering into the water, and
swimming across the lake and back.
None of us had ever seen a beaver up
close and personal before (nor had we
walked on “pudding”), so that was quite a
delightful hour.

During a bike ride earlier this year, Noah
was test-videoing his ride with his phone
mounted to his bike. He was just getting
ready to turn it off and all of a sudden,
this bear ran out right in front of us! Since
this is not something that most of us see
on a daily basis, it was quite a surprising
treat.

Refuge Report
Are you familiar with the term
raptor? Your first thought might the fast
agile dinosaurs in Jurassic Park.
However, in ornithology, the term refers
to predatory birds with talons. In the bird
world there are four families of
raptors: hawks and eagles, falcons, owls,
and vultures.
It has been an exciting year for raptors on
the Refuge. Unfortunately, both Bald
Eagle nests failed this year. Both had
eaglets observed early in the nesting
season, yet the young died at some point
during the nestling period. While both
nests have not failed in the same year
before, life in the wild is not easy. Multiple
early season thunderstorms likely played
a part. On a more positive note, after
several years of producing only a single
chick, the Osprey nest at Minnie Flats had
two young successfully leave the nest this
year. The most exciting raptor event on
the Refuge this year involved falcons. A
Peregrine Falcon pair was found at
Bayley Lake for the first time. We have
been seeing a single falcon the last three
summers. This June was different when a
2nd falcon was found. Then in July the
eyrie (term for a high cliff nest of falcons
and eagles) was found with a single
chick. The chick took flight in early
August. This is the first successful nesting
of Peregrines since the refuge was
established. Some other notable raptor
sightings
include
observations
of
Flammulated
Owls,
Sharp-shinned
Hawks and Northern Goshawks in late
August and September. See more info
about Sharp-shinned Hawks in the Critter
of the Season article!
Several other things were happening this
summer as well. I have been working with
Jerry Cline to finalize the design and text
for the new interpretive signs for the
Gorge Overlook and the new parking

area at the Christianson homestead site.
Those signs are now ordered and should
be installed when the overlook is
completed sometime next year.

Each season, we marvel at nature’s everchanging magnificent displays. The
stunning 360-degree view of snowcapped peaks from the peak of the Mill
Butte trail in winter. Abundant blankets of
wildflowers all spring and summer. The
intoxicating aromatherapy of thick mock
orange pockets! As the dog days of
summer fade into the brown hues of
autumn, the bright orange berries of the
mountain ash and the stark-white
snowberries pop out and remind us of
how much the beauty of this place has
thoroughly engulfed our souls. We are
ever-grateful for this wonderful place of
refuge.
"We take care of nature because nature
takes care of us.: -Noah B. 2021

There have been some other great bird
and wildlife and sightings this summer as
well. As of this writing in mid-September a
Great Blue Heron has been seen around
McDowell Marsh and McDowell Lake. A
juvenile Northern Goshawk was seen in
August, suggesting they nested nearby.
Migration is underway with waves of
bluebirds passing by the headquarters
every couple of days. It has been nice
watching them outside my office windows,
catching grasshoppers in the lawn. The
elk herd that is often seen in the Durlan
Springs area was seen with at least 4
calves this summer. Also unusual was
when I saw a white-tail doe with triplets.
Twins are often seen in deer but three is
rare. One thing I always enjoy is visitors
that come into the office to report wildlife
sightings. Some of my favorites this
summer include Flammulated and
Western Screech Owls, and a mink at
River Camp.
I especially enjoy it when Refuge visitors
from other parts of the country show so
much excitement for some of the critters
we take for granted here in the Northwest.
One of those is Black-billed Magpies.
Often overlooked by us locals, these
large black and white birds are often
singled out as particularly enjoyable to
watch by visitors that have never seen
one before. I would encourage you to stop
and take another look at those animals
and plants we see every day that you
normally barely even notice. For example,
robins have interesting behaviors that we
often overlook. Take a moment and watch
them stalking insects or earthworms in
freshly watered grass. Maybe it is the
chickadees or butterflies in your yard.
This fall you can enjoy the fall colors in
your yard. Nature is everywhere, so take
a moment and take another look at the
familiar. Whether on the Refuge or in your
own back yard, the little wonders of
nature can be found everywhere.
LPONWR Wildlife Biologist Mike Munts

Fall also signals the onset of various
hunting seasons, so if you are out and
about exploring the refuge, be sure to
wear bright clothing. Safety first!!

Looking back...A Historical Retrospective from newly and happily retired
former LPO Refuge Manager Jerry Cline
This is the second installment of this series looking back at highlights recorded in the quarterly
narrative reports submitted by Refuge Manager John Schwartz to the United States Department
of Agriculture, Bureau of Biological Survey, the agency then tasked with managing the Little
Pend Oreille NWR. This report covers the period August-October 1940.
The report describes a drier than normal August but a wetter than normal September and
October. Temperatures were 2 -4 degrees above normal, but most interesting to me, as I wait for
the first frost to kill my tomatoes, was the comment about the first killing frost not occurring until
October 30, the longest (at least up to that time) frostless period ever recorded in the Coville
area, amounting to about 180 days. No fires were reported during those three months, and I
sensed a sigh of relief from Mr. Schwartz when the rains came in September.
A survey of Cliff (Bayley) Lake in mid-October found approximately 200 mallards, 50 green-wing
teal, 50 American (common?) goldeneyes and about 50 coots. Flocks ranging from 25-50 of
mostly mallards were observed in October on Winslow Pond, McDowell’s Lake, and Long Lake.
(Recall there’s no Potter’s Pond until 1960 and McDowell(‘s) Lake is only a wet meadow in
1940.)
The 35 blue (dusky) grouse seen during that quarter was considered normal. I can recall seeing

just 3 dusky grouse during my whole tenure! Franklin’s (spruce) grouse were scarce, only one
reported. At that time all grouse hunting was prohibited on refuge-owned lands but allowed by the
Washington Department of Fish and Game on the private and state in-holdings. The fall of 1940
was the first time Franklin’s grouse were open to harvest. Mr. Schwartz opined “In view of the
present precarious status of Franklin’s grouse… it seemed unfortunate that the State Game
Commission should have chosen to open the hunting season on this species.” They observed
71 ruffed grouse, considered a “normal number”, but noted evidence of four different grouse
having been “destroyed by hawks or other animal predators.”
Ninety-six deer were observed, with no distinction between white-tails and mule deer. Although
described to be in good condition, continued evidence of overbrowsing of Ceanothus
velutinus (aka snowbrush, evergreen ceanothus, sticky laurel) was found wherever it occurred on
deer summer range. Two poached deer were recovered and necropsied by refuge employee
H.P. Potter. I was interested to note he found foot worms, Onchocerca sp., present in all four feet
of one deer. A quick web search produced information on O. cervicalis, a parasitic round worm
found in deer, elk and moose that’s spread by midges. That’s new to me, but now I’ll know it if I
ever see it.
Predators warrant their own section in these reports, with one cougar sighting noted. More
noteworthy for Mr. Schartz were “A rather large variety of hawks have been noted over the
refuge during the last quarter. Most common species seen appear to be redtail, goshawk, sharpshinned and sparrow hawks. Others recorded have been marsh hawk, rough leg and Cooper’s
hawk.” Raptors were considered “bad” animals during this era of refuge management, as noted
in the grouse discussion.
Refuge staff planted about 19 acres of food patches using winter wheat, rye and a mixture of
sweet clover, vetch, and orchard grass. They also planted almost 5 acres of crested wheat,
slender wheat, smooth brome, and Michael’s grass for seed production to meet refuge needs for
range revegetation. It’s interesting they found it advantageous to plant and harvest their own
grass seed. A quick online search for “Michael’s grass” failed to turn up any information. I’d like
to know more about that species.
They were disappointed in the survival of the shrubs planted the prior spring that I mentioned in
the last article. Only Russian olive (55%) and hawthorn (92%) survived the hot summer. In the
last newsletter I also described their project to plant locally harvested cuttings of aspen, red
dogwood, choke cherry and red-stem ceanothus. Only the red dogwood cuttings were
successful.
Visitors reported good fishing in the Little Pend Oreille River with anglers catching mostly eastern
brook and cutthroat trout. One fisherman from Park Rapids was busted with an excessive
number of fish, nine of them under the legal length, and he was turned over to the state
authorities. The case of the two poached deer remains unsolved to this day. However, one deer
carcass was fresh enough that it was turned over to the local county hospital. Remember, it was
1940 with the Great Depression fresh in everyone’s memory. “Tonight’s hospital patient dinner
menu: fresh mystery meat, canned lima beans and green Jello.”
An estimated 75 to 125 hunters visited the refuge on opening day of deer season. A total of 36
harvested deer were reported to refuge staff, including 2 mule deer. Hunters complained that
while they flushed numerous deer, it was “too thick” to identify does from bucks.
Receipts from economic uses that quarter amounted to $10.91 from the sale of various species
of shrub seed (sticky laurel bringing $0.40/lb.), grazing $6.90, hay $7.95 and cord wood
$5.00. All sent to the federal treasury!
Finally, the refuge manager reported collecting one Canada lynx skull. Wish I knew where they
found that.

Annual Meeting October 22

The annual meeting, open to all Friends members and to the public, is finally back on this year!
Please join us at 9:30 am for a meet and greet with coffee and treats. We will kick-off the
presentations at 10 am with Mike Munts who will provide us with recent updates and happenings
on the Refuge. In addition, Mike will present a talk on Birds of the Refuge, sharing his knowledge
and photos of the amazing variety of birds found on the LPO. Dan Price will wrap up the meeting
with news about Friends activities planned for the coming year. We'll conclude the day at noon

with lunch (provided) and the opportunity for hiking afterwards. The meeting will be held at the
Fire Cache - that cluster of buildings on Bear Creek Road a mile or so before reaching Refuge
Headquarters. Watch for the Friends banner sign out front. See you there!

Our Mission

Membership and Contact Info

The Friends of the Little
Pend Oreille National
Wildlife Refuge is an
independent, nonprofit
organization dedicated
to promoting the
conservation of native
fish, wildlife, plants and
their habitats on the
Refuge, providing
educational
opportunities, and fostering
understanding and appreciation of the
Refuge.

If you are interested in becoming a
Friends of the LPO member, renewing
your membership, or donating to the
'Friends' group, click here.
To learn more about us, visit our
webpage
at http://refugefriends.com or click on
the link to our facebook page below.
To contact us:

friendslpo@gmail.com
PO Box 215, Colville, WA 99114
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